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EASY CLEAN
By
Easy Clean, LLC

Order Toll Free: (888) 612-3444

This rugged, accurate and economical 18" slab saw has been proven
by years of trouble free performance in commercial operations.
Convenient free standing design allows it to go next to a work bench.
The frame, drive guard and tank are constructed of heavy gauge
welded steel for long life. Easy access is provided by the hinged hood
making loading and set-up simple.
The side window permits
monitoring of the cut. Features shutoff switch, threaded cross feed,
sealed ball bearings and adjustable feed rate of 9 ½" to 19 ¼" per hour.
A large capacity vise holds 7" high X 7" long rough. The cross feed
allows several cuts without repositioning. Complete with MK-303 18" X
.125" X 3/4" sintered rim blade, 1/2 Hp. overload protected ball bearing
motor, 115 VAC and 2" drain. Saw requires 3 1/2 gallons of cutting oil.
OIL BASED CUTTING FLUIDS ONLY!!!

NEW

You know that headache of cleaning out
the sludge from your SLAB SAW.
NEVER AGAIN!!! The Easy Clean
cleans and recycles your saw oil. With it
in use on your slab saw, you may never
need to clean the sludge out of your saw
again.

Original BELT DRIVEN with
accessories shown

Easy Clean acts like a centrifuge and collects the sludge in a metal 1
gallon paint can that obtains a putty like consistency.
The
equipment can be used on a single saw of multiple saws. (I am
rigging mine to service 4 saws.) Runs on 110 Vac. Power from a
normal wall outlet and consumes about 500 watts (½ Hp.).

LS18

System available 2 ways, complete sludge separation unit with no
accessories or the complete sludge separation unit with accessories.
Accessories include oil pump, fittings, tank strainer hook-up hose
and fittings.

LORTONE

ORIGINAL BELT DRIVEN SYSTEM WITHOUT ACCESSORIES

MLS Part #: 273000*

Price: $1,050.00**

ORIGINAL BELT DRIVEN SYSTEM WITH ACCESSORIES

MLS Part #: 273010

Price: $1,250.00**

“NEW” DIRECT DRIVE SYSTEM WITH ACCESSORIES

MLS Part #: 273020*

Price: $1,350.00**

PUMPS

LS18 COMPLETE 18" SLAB SAW

MLS Part #: 272900*

LIGHT DUTY
WATER PUMP

MLS PART
NUMBER

272950*
OIL & WATER
PUMP
HEAVY DUTY
WATER PUMP

272960*

MLS PART
NUMBER

PARTS DESCRIPTION

PRICE

812010

PUMP for Water (Not for use with Oil),
Great for use with arbors, flat laps and
wet diamond polisher, Submersible, 115
VAC., 8 ‘ Head, LIGHT DUTY!!!

$65.00

810010

PUMP for Water (Not for use with Oil),
Great for use with arbors, wet diamond
polisher and saws, Submersible, 115
VAC., 7 ‘ Head, Very HEAVY DUTY!!!

$90.00

811010

PUMP for OIL or Water, Great for use
with saws and other tools requiring a
forced feed oil supply (e.g. - Lortone
LS14 Drop Saw), Submersible, 7.4'
Head, 115 VAC.

* - Item not normally stocked, special order item.
** - Special shipping charge for item.

272970*

$120.00
23

Price: $3,800.00**

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

HP18 18" SLAB SAW By Barranca,
equipped with 18" premium sintered
rim blade, variable rate feed, bronze
clutch system on feed, 1 ½ Hp.
Motor, cuts 6 ½" high by 9" long.
MODEL 703HDS 18" SLAB SAW
By Covington, equipped with 18"
premium notched rim blade, variable
rate feed, clutch system on feed, ½
Hp. Motor, cuts 6 ½" high by 9" long.
HP24 24" SLAB SAW By Barranca,
equipped with 24" premium sintered
rim blade, variable rate feed, bronze
clutch system on feed, 1 ½ Hp.
Motor, cuts 9" high by 18" long.

PRICE

$5,865.00**

$4,300.00**

$6,930.00**

272980*

HP30 30" SLAB SAW By Barranca,
equipped with 30" premium sintered
rim blade, variable rate feed, bronze
clutch system on feed, 2 Hp. Motor,
cuts 12" high by 18" long.

$8,133.00**

272990*

MODEL 199HDS 36" SLAB SAW
By Covington, equipped with 36"
premium sintered rim blade, variable
rate feed, clutch system on feed, 2
Hp. Motor, cuts 15" high by 26" long.

$12,000.00**

